
We Will Finish The Job 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Jun 27, 2018 8:04 pm 

We have been successfully with our Rituals pushing the enemy back. All their attempts to 

censor people have been failing, and this only has meant for the enemy that they further get 

revealed to everyone. 
 

In the past censoring was way different than it is now, obscure, and also, people did not in 

anyway revolt. Now censorship means a lot more since people express themselves more than 

let's say serfs in the Middle Ages. Now on a personal level most people are aware of this fact. 

Even the most libtarded individuals are aware that something is going on, and even the most 

brainwashed, have understood that there is something going on that largely threatens freedoms, 

political beliefs aside. 
 

Jews their intelligence aside have a major weakness. They are alien, worthless, and slavers, 

and they know it. This gets them to act in all sorts of ways, in particular, as Goebbels stated, 

when someone points their finger at them and calls them JEWS. Instances of such retardation 

are videos like the following: 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3cK8IL0JCE 
 

Here we have a jew named "Green", in the US, trying to create logical loops on how it and it's 

race should control all info circulating the globe, because supposedly of 'muh feels' and 'bullying 

online' and of course 10% truth which is about internet extremism by ISIS, funded by it's mother 

state. Seriously if someone suicides or jumps off a roof from "online bullying" or "hate in a video 

game", they are fully incompetent to live in the actual world of brutality, lies, deception, and even 

straight up slavery and racism.  
 

Even the youngest kids and especially those who have grown in the net understand the net is 

the same thing as the outside world, you *WILL* meet 'mean' people, flamers etc. And you have 

to learn to not care and handle these situations. It's way handier than real life to understand this 

reality. Of course many kids also learn to flame and defend themselves online. Just play a video 

game and you understand that flaming is part of the gaming culture in more than one ways. It's 

e-life.  
 

The jews want to produce such weak ass individuals, that when someone tells them "Fuck you" 

in a game of Minecraft, they go into a permanent depression Comma or something. These are 

the children that the jew wants to create. Meanwhile, the Migrant family children will be carrying 

knives at schools to kill these sheltered worthless children who will be living in the bubble of this 

fake ass 'protected' world. Begging the jew to save them with more censorship, while the jew 

will replace the knife of the others with an AK-47. 
 

This movement of censorship however is collapsing under it's own weight, same as the 

arguments for it. The jews can't impose it no matter how many bizarre bullshit pictures they put 

of Trump and supposedly a "fatherless kid" in the border, and how many fatasses on prozac 

overdosed jews say that "muh feels were very hurted, oy veh, when they called me jewish, 

simply becuz I wuz reading a passage from the bible to uhm, cause sterility to the Goyim...how 
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dare it...I lose sleep over it...plz censor this goyim while I curse it to die on the Shabbat..."  
 

The time to attack the enemy is NOW and NOT "later". We can now make change forever if we 

keep pushing. And we have been. We have a wonderful opportunity and the air is on our side 

right now. 
 

The enemy in their tech companies has been taking all the measures they can and they know 

they have lost, regardless of passing some nonsense crap laws and offering other Orwellian 

laws in the West. The levels of knowing are too high for this to happen and the jews are very 

late to impose such things, and too small to actually make this happen. However they will not 

quit this fight even if they have lost the populace. 
 

For example, Zuckerberg when we got him to become a global clown in court, dissed the US 

court that "China is great too" implying he would move Facebook to China, which first takes the 

form of furthering co-operation with the Chinese. As information has revealed the Reptilian 

Zuckerberg is selling Goyim Data to the Chinese eventhough this is fully illegal, let alone 

dangerous. This is happening behind the scenes, but rest reassured, they will join China more 

and more as time goes, since the Communist regime in China is excellent for them to put all the 

sick laws they want and all the censorship they desire.  
 

The obstacle here is though that China cannot overtake the planet at this point and therefore 

enslave the Gentiles of the West. They cannot be world first or have all access and control over 

their all important enemies if they move to China at this point. So since this cannot happen, the 

jews have to stay there in the West for maintaining control. If they lose control of the US, they 

have lost the world at this point. Israel will die off and go extinct in the next 5 years if the USA 

stop paying them and sending its young lads to die in the wars for Israel.  

 

They are more in alignment with the Chinese model than the US model, but the US model is the 

more profitable and the leading nation of the civilized world still. There is still blood to drain. The 

Chinese model of the dying serf who has no existence is actually the same style they imposed 

to serfs in the Middle Ages. 
 

Moving Google to China will also be pivotal in that data from the West will be accessible under 

the hands of the Communist empire of China. Google tried this 6 months ago and started failing 

miserably which forced them to retract them. First they tried to set roots, as this is how every 

business acts in the first place. It won't seem absurd if the business mega-jews all try to 

abandon the US as a feat of rage of being fed up with the constitution at some point, especially 

if the US entered a hypothetical decline. 

 

Of course this won't happen overnight, first it will be tendencies, and then, when they will have 

really lost the game against the US, the jew will move as a classic rat and traitor against their 

'mother' which they present so loyally serve. The jews serve only one place and that is "JEION" 

Jews Everywhere Is Our Nation, and their beloved slaver country Israel. So moving gradually 

away and stabbing in the back the USA who didn't take down it's constitution so the jews can 

stop panicking and having panic attacks over imaginary "Nazis" coming to get them in every 

street, they will backlash on the US. 
 



The situation is now that financially and otherwise, the jew is locked on the West, same as 

Communications wise. Doing the RTRs right now are of the highest importance. The jews hate 

the West, but they cannot move away from it. There is nowhere for them to go if they want to 

expand, even in their beloved countries like Russia and China and other kings of censorship.  
 

While they stay forced by circumstances in the US and Europe, they will keep jewing it, and 

people will still keep awakening at rates they will not control. As this hits the fan, so will the shit 

from jewish terror about being found out will also hit the fan. This situation will accumulate and 

keep accumulating until it explodes into social revolution. 

 

What also has to be understood is that the jews going to China or elsewhere, teh people would 

never care much. Essentially the jew and the said governments have already imposed full 

throttle Judaism on the populace, and there have not been any revolutions for centuries on 

these places for such. In many cases people were too beaten down to consider anything else 

other than the everyday necessities of life, let alone think about 'freedom' and try to change 

circumstances for themselves. There is no power for the jew to move there, only survival. 
 

When push comes to shove with the jew's survival, they will leave for all four corners of the 

planet. But they will be incapable for all time to regain power again. 
 

However, the same has not been the case in White Goy lands and we have actually had huge 

cracks in jewish power which showed us the light of living and existing freely and without the 

jews. In the 20th century the jew was actually a sub par creature in all places of development, 

and their influence was way less than it is today, eventhough persistent and cancerous. This 

has remained as a well of truth for the whole of mankind to be shown. And still, the jews, even 

on the height of their power, could not enslave people completely even in the 21st century. Or 

we would have the jewish wet dream of a gulag manifested a long time ago. 
 

The case why this happens is because people fight and they keep doing what needs to be 

done, during the time that it needs to be done. Now, we have a window that has not existed in 

thousands of years. We must keep using this window to the point of abuse. Use your Free 

Speech to do safe online activism, use your right and your free time to meditate (in contrast to 

the slave plantations people existed a century ago), use your abilities to advance and manifest a 

better life for yourself and the world.  
 

Above all, you are now given WEAPONS against an enemy who has had all humans disabled 

and incapable to do anything against them, during full abuse. 
 

Make use of these weapons. If you do not use them, and you find yourself, or this world falls 

into eternal darkness and the jew manifests their worthless dream on it, then we have nobody to 

blame but ourselves. A threatening and depraved world. Generated by the Spiritually Wise 

created people aka US, by being sitting lazy and worthless cucks and ducks, who watched the 

darkness, could dispel it from the comfort of their couch, and didn't do jack shit. This is the 

definition of WORTHLESS. 

 

Satan, the "King of this world" has been dispossessed, and with this, we entered the dark ages.  



 

Satan sent us here as Golden Age people to wake up this world from this coma. And we have 

succeeded with our glorious effort until now. But...This age is not here yet.  
 

Satan will get us to regain this world as it's unacceptable for the enemy to be on it and wreck 

havoc with their insanity on it. We are actively claiming this world back, and we must insist on 

doing this, until the enemy is obliterated and the world is fully free of their influence and under 

OUR influence. 
 

The enemy is a temporary accident on the history of this planet. We have to get this situation 

straight. 
 

We have been doing it, we must keep doing it, we have done it before. We must stay pushing 

until Satan's work is finished and manifested. 

 

This time, we will finish the job. 
 

HAIL SATAN!!! 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 
 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 
- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

Re: We Will Finish The Job 
 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Jun 27, 2018 9:02 pm 

Blitzkrieg wrote:You yourself Cobra have mentioned that despite the arabs negative stigma 

in Europe as well as the Africans, like I said above they aren't exactly doing what the kalergi 

plan is supposed to go. I'm not denying they are good, they should return to their lands. But 

they aren't exactly working towards the whole "negroid-mongoloid Europe". 

 

 

Arabs and Blacks are not stupid to go and become extinct by race mixing, and they naturally 

want to keep their races intact and composed. You can see this in Arab families in Europe too. 

They have existed for thousands and thousands of years on this planet and they subconsciously 

understand the racial truths also. At least in their majority. 
 

Yes, I said that, if you take out all the other context which says this is just because people 
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actually have racial consciousness, and all the hundreds of pages I have written on how 

WRONG, DEPRAVED, EVIL and FULLY UNNATURAL its for these people to be in such 

numbers in these lands. We have to put a reminder here just in case. 

 

Some work migration and peaceful modes of migration, this can happen. This always has 

happened. But what is going now in Europe is a population replacement plan. If they don't get 

the turkish-white-mongoloid-african hybrid they want, they will just try to repopulate Europe to 

turn it into Arabia. Race mixing or population replacement, these are sides of the same coin.  
 

Peaceful or not, places like London have been almost full replaced. What has this 'replacement' 

got us when it comes to fighting jews, that one jew was kicked off a sidewalk by an angry arab 

passerby?  
 

Last time I checked the Arab world hates the jew, like Iran or Syria, but they haven't moved to 

their annihilation either. There is also a large part that accepts them and tolerates them. They 

are sort of like Christarded Whites who say "Deus Vult" and "May Rabbi Christ keep the Jew 

out". In other words, they 'hate' them, but they are waiting for action. And this action can only 

come if the west lifts the veil of ignorance.  
 

The Arab world isn't also fully united. Great Arab leaders attempted this and it wasn't allowed to 

happen by jews. If they were united, the jews days would be numbered. 
 

So I guess by making all England extinct, we can really help ourselves against the jewish 

danger so another jew can be kicked off the sidewalk...Oy Veh...Do you see the irony here...  
 

"Arabs" in their majority are not White, neither are people from Pakistan, neither are people from 

Africa. The relocation of rich people from Syria some of which happen by coincidence to be 

'somewhat white' doesn't imply some "holy divine people who are fully White aka they have 

rights to every Nordic Pussy in the Region are returning to their land and a little bastardization 

it's all fine cuz it's Whitey still" or some stuff. It just means they destroyed their Syrian homeland 

and they are forced to leave. That doesn't give them free rights to manifest the Kalergi plan.  
 

As what kikes say on "Ben Edom" and all the rest of the shit, one could give a shit less. The 

jews when they say cleave they mean racially, but also socially, like a state. Clumping all races 

in Europe, and even if they do not mix, they eventually will. When Blacks were forced by jews in 

the USA the race mixing party did not start until later. 
 

The uprising against the jew doesn't have to happen on his own terms. Aka Europeans don't 

have to be bastardized with the whole of Arabia so they can wake up to the danger of the jew 

AFTER this. What is there left to save then? A mongreloid species without any identity? And 

fight the jews for WHAT reason if you have no identity yourself? Just because what? Prophet 

Shithammed? 
 

Arabs, all of them hate the jews but depending on the place they show ranging tolerance from 

little to full. If the jews migrated to Iran they would be dead meat. So the migration of jews on 

these lands is utopic at best. The jew is mostly eradicated or fully supressed in these lands, 



despite Islam. So the jew had to create ISIS to re-open a gate to abuse these people. The 

Arabs are jew aware to the bone of their ugly neighbors.  
 

The fact that some Arabs are in the West doesn't mean that they are a divine comradeship to 

fight antisemitism with while having replaced half of European population. This is fully untrue. 

Nor attacking a jew on the street justifies 4 digit euro like 5000e Pensions for your 12 children 

per family while you replace the native population because you pushed away a jew from the 

sidewalk or slapped his face. While a Serb gets paid 250e and can hardly afford any rent.  
 

This is just a transferring of the regional and true Arab hatred, which they just bring in Europe. 

Bringing with it recklessness, crime, and incapability. 
 

If anything these examples are used to further the censoring of 'extremism' and give jews 

reason to go Orwell on the native populations by the excuse of "EXTREMISM". Their 'help' for 

awakening people to jews is way less than the help and incentive they give jewish govs to 

enslave the native population. 
 

I am speaking about large social groups and not people here. I do not doubt that many of you, 

Satan has brought you in more civilized lands so you can advance and be fighting in the war.  
 

We have few members from Congo and other dangerous regions. There are places in the world 

where the light doesn't shine at all. These do not in anyway compare with countries that are not 

that good, but still have freedoms. We are talking North Korea types of regimes. 
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Blitzkrieg wrote: 

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:If anything these examples are used to further the censoring of 

'extremism' and give jews reason to go Orwell on the native populations. Their 'help' for 

awakening people to jews is way less than the help and incentive they give jewish govs to 

enslave the native population. 

 

 

This is one of the reasons I try and avoid the forums as much as possible. It's not so much 

my intelligence is lacking but when it comes to seeing the big picture I place it in a limited 

sphere. After reading your forum post it reminds me of the anti-war ritual a few months back. 
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Let the war flash across the news for two-three days then cool it back down, hell we even 

got two H.I.C.B.(Hitler Ice cream bonus)(Korean peace and Damascus restoration). I'm not 

the only one some mentioned we should start the rituals but you came on and said "wait let 

it boil a bit". 
 

Next time I'll try and see it in a more profound way. Anyways thanks for responding to my 

post.  

 

 

No this is why you should be on the forums rather than avoid it. Cause we all build up one 

another here and provide info to one another. We share insight on the forum so we all grow. For 

example when you said this, you informed. This was necessary. Others did too.  
 

Every insight and every intel is necessary so we can do our work. 

 

If it were not for people raging out (in a positive sense) on the forums, we wouldn't keep track of 

some things. There are so many news etc, going. These things are presented and they help 

maintain a clearer image for all. 
 

Another example is how people ask certain questions which they say they are 'stupid' or 

'unimportant' and they are like extremely important questions. This is the enemy trying to keep 

people from communicating, as more often than not, said questions have been on everyones 

mind but they did not express them or something. 
 

One example, I read almost always the news Fancy posts during my forums time. I do not reply, 

but I read. 
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